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Analysis: China holds rare earth elements card 

China's move to limit the export of its rare earth elements and to develop more sophisticated refining 

techniques is increasing pressure on Western defence producers to secure alternative resources, writes 

Jonathan Hargreaves 

 

The 'request for consultations' made on 13 March by the United States, European Union (EU) 

and Japan at the World Trade Organisation (WTO) concerning China's imposition of export quotas on 

its rare earth elements (REE) production is a reminder of the importance of securing strategic metals 

for the defence manufacturing sector, as well as an indicator of technological trends. 

 

REE first came to public prominence when China temporarily banned their export to Japan following a 

political dispute in September 2010. Consisting of 15 lanthanides, plus scandium and yttrium, the 

distinct material characteristics of REE lend themselves to numerous military applications. For 

example, lanthanum is used in imagery systems, samarium's magnetic qualities are used in rocket 

stabilisers and neodymium in solid-state lasers. REE cannot be easily substituted and often underpin 

product functions, albeit in very small physical amounts. 

 

Few accurate figures exist as to what percentage of US REE consumption is for defence purposes, but 

a June 2011 US Congressional Research Service report suggests it is less than 10 per cent of the 

total: amounting to some USD696 million in 2011 according to the US Geological Survey. However, 

holding about 50 per cent of known global reserves, China concurrently accounted for around 98 per 

cent of the world's REE production in 2010. 

 

Following an unofficial squeeze on market supply for a number of years, China formally imposed export quotas 

for the first time in 2010, when the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology cut totals by about 40 per 

cent, citing concerns over environmental damage and the depletion of its reserves. 

 

If 'rare' is in fact a misleading term in describing REE - with most REE being more abundant than gold in 

the earth's crust - the existence of deposits with sufficient concentrations to make exploitation economically 

viable is uncommon. Of perhaps greater importance is the fact that the technology required to separate and 

refine the elements from their ore bodies is extremely complex and, in some cases, is unique to China. 

 

Often lost in the REE debate is that, as well as being the largest producer, China is by far the predominant global 

consumer. This is in part a result of Chinese forward-thinking in the development of sophisticated REE refining 

techniques, but also the essence of its aim to move from copier to innovator and to control more of the world's 

industrial value chain. This was a plan alluded to by former Chinese premier Jiang Zemin in 1999 when he called 

for China to "improve the development and applications of rare earth [elements] and change the resource 

advantage into economic superiority". 

 

The export quota situation, in addition to a high export duty, also appears to have prompted the relocation of non-

Chinese REE consumers to China. In an environment of weak intellectual property protection, this can in turn 

promote the transfer of knowledge and technological know-how from foreign ownership to an indigenous Chinese 

one. However, with the continued embargo of arms sales to China by the US and EU, Western defence industrial 

investment in China remains extremely limited. Nevertheless, the situation is of clear relevance to dual-use 

technology deals, such as those from the aviation and automobile industries. 

 

Chinese national policy remains driven by five-year plans and the latest one, approved in March 2011, requires 

Chinese research, development and defence spending to substantially rise by 2015. When coupled with the 



country's control of REE supply and export growth aspirations, this is likely to promote substantial inward 

investment towards new, more sophisticated military applications. These could eventually see the use of REE as 

combustibles in bombs, in thermal radiation shielding for armoured vehicles and in even more specialised 

nanotechnologies. 

 

This industrial shift is also part of a wider political discourse of Chinese and Western economic competition. As 

the Chinese state-owned Xinhua news agency said in a 14 March editorial: "It's predictable that the United States 

would bring [REE] out under fierce election-year pressures at home." While it is undoubtedly true that President 

Barack Obama has sought to capitalise on public sentiment behind the REE case, his administration's concern 

with REE has also long been echoed by members of Congress. 

 

In contrast, the Department of Defense (DoD) appears more relaxed. An August 2010 DoD assessment 

presented to Congress admitted "the need for a stable non-Chinese source for rare earth", but the most recent 

DoD REE update, shown to a number of Congressmen in March, reportedly cites just one major REE, yttrium, as 

being without domestic US supply in the foreseeable future. 

 

The US formerly dominated world REE supplies (in 1994 the country produced 32 per cent of global REE) and 

retains large reserves, but excessive labour costs and environmental concerns encouraged a productive decline. 

It is now the DoD's view that bringing this production back online, most notably at Molycorp Inc's Mountain Pass 

mine, will allow US defence firms to source their REE needs domestically. 

 

Other industrial countries without reserves have been forced overseas. For example, state-owned Korea 

Resources Corporation is in the process of purchasing 10 per cent of the Zandkopsdrift project in South Africa. 

Nascent REE developments are under way in Australia, Canada, Malawi and Malaysia. More esoteric sources 

are also coming online. For instance, there is evidence that some demand could be satisfied by recycling the 

REE found in finished products: something done to a large degree with tungsten. In addition, Alex Finlay of 

Durham University told IHS Jane's that preliminary data "suggests the recycling of material such as slag heaps 

and oil-shale waste could also provide a significant untapped source for REE in the future". 

 

The outcome of the 13 March 'request for consultations' by the US and its allies is still unclear. Previous WTO 

rulings in favour of applications have not always been successful in effecting change and it is unlikely 

that China will substantially relax its REE export controls. 

 

The near total control of global REE by China is undoubtedly an imperfect position for defence planners and 

manufacturers and the free market appears to be reacting to this imbalance and bringing a number of alternative 

sources to the table over the next five years. However, over the longer term it is arguably of greater worry 

that China is expanding its research into REE refining and the application of REE in numerous future 

technologies. 

 

Accordingly, unless policy makers recognise the role played by China in securing its own REE supply as a means 

of a wider technological strategy, Western defence producers could be left in a difficult position. Without a 

commensurate response in Western government-promoted and private-sector-led research and development, 

the emergence of alternative REE sources may be fundamentally less valuable in the long term. 
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